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COMPANY

We develop a tiny device 
that isolates you 

from the sounds around
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HYSTORY

In 2013 my client was a middle age University professor living in a condo who was built too close to 
an airport. He and his wife were suffering from stress, insomnia.. He couldn’t stand it no more one day 
so he decided to talk to his colleages at work. They gather some teams together at the University lab, 
got some crowfunding and after years of experimenting they come up with the tiniest noise canceling 
device possible.

It is a small patch that you place on the back of your ear and works like a button, to cancel or not the 
noise around. It creates an invisible barrier that prevents the noise from entering the ear. It can be 
programmed, so for example, if you hear somebody saying your name more than 5 times in a row it 
activates the sound again and plays the last 30 seconds before that happened so that you get an idea 
of what the person was saying just then. The mobile app helps you track down the different states and 
gives you statistics of place and time spent on mute, records the last 30 seconds before activation 
and let you play them again just in case you need that.. 

There are so many people interested: machinery operators, people living close to noisy areas as 
himself, office workers who need some focus on their work, people with snoring partners and so on. 
The company is expanding nowadays and they are coming with the version 2.0 where you can set a 
timer to activate it during a specific time with the mobile app.
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BRAINSTORMING
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Silence On

Silence Wall

Noise Shield

NAMING
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Quiet

Tiny

Comfy

PHILOSOPHY
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MB - CONTEMPORARY
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MB - HISTORICAL
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LOGO



SILENCE ON  Silence on 

SILENCE ON  Silence on

SILENCE ON  Silence on

SILENCE ON  Silence on

SILENCE ON  Silence on
Varela Regular

Montserrat Regular

Futura Medium

Varela Round

Quicksand Book

STARTING POINT
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SKELETON VARIATION
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SMALLER VARIATIONS
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FINAL LOGO
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ILLUSTRATION



IDENTITY COLOUR PALETTE

#1493E0

#66B8E8

#BFBFBF

#3CA5E4

#E5E5E5

#0589D7

#F4F4F4

#045C91

#000000

Clean calming blue

Our colour palette is simple but effective. We use this soft 
and vibrant blue to emphasise both the calmness that you get 
from our product, as relaxing as the blue sky.

Main color

Shades

Turn sound into silence
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CUSTOM MARK

The power button that works both as the O 
in the ON word and also refers to the button 
you will have implanted behind your ear. 
Clean, simple and recognisable.

We also have 5 other more creative custom 
marks that can be used in different situations: 
personal business cards, letterforms, posters..

We believe in clean, simple custom mark: 
the power button.

You need silence, just turn it ON.

Turn sound into silence
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SECONDARY TYPEFACE

USE IT, FOCUS, RELAX

BEST FLYING COMPANION

PERSONAL SPACE ANYWHERE

In Airline Usability Tests 97 % found SILENCE ON improved the 
overall traveling experience.
”I travel a lot. I used to have ANC headphones but those are big 
and not so handy with the wires. SILENCE ON’s are the best in 
reducing cabin noise. You just press the button and rest in silence”

SILENCE ON can create silence which feels like personal space 
even in places like military, hospitals and other temporary 
accommodations.
“Finnish military force made comparison tests for active noise 
cancelling device usability in military barracks. According to the 
test SILENCE ON had best performance and was the only device 
enabling sleeping. SILENCE ON was selected as the best device.”

NUMANS Regular 48pt

NUMANS Regular 24pt

AVENIR LT Std Book 14pt

Turn sound into silence
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STYLE OF IMAGERY

Bring silence back

Turn sound into silence
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STYLE OF IMAGERY

Turn sound into silence
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MODULAR SYSTEM

Turn sound into silence

Our brand colours are versatile.

We can use 4 different background colours and 
combine the blue, white and black without losing 
our identity.

Logo is still recognizable, clean and has a calming 
look and feel.
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BRAND APPLICATIONS



IDENTITY APPLICATIONS

Turn sound into silence

Simple packaging that contains the power button 
to implant behind your ear. The instructions are also 
included, it is easy and straight to do and you don’t 

need to be a doctor to do it.
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IDENTITY APPLICATIONS

The billboard shows the simplest but powerful message: 
Turn sound into silence. All what anybody suffering from 
background noise wants. 

The white space catches the eye. The blue wave turning 
into a line, same blue as the logo, stays in balance of all 
the colours in the composition (white, blue, black). 

The flow goes from left to right, like an arrow. 
Impossible to miss the message: Use our product and 
silence will turn ON.
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Turn sound into silence



IDENTITY APPLICATIONS

The mobile application alows users to visualise the amount of silent 
time during the day. 

There is also a quiet useful feature: you can play the last 30 
seconds of the end of each silent slot. Therefore you can see what 
was going on just before you turn it off.

Statistics are also given about the amount of time in silence during 
the day/week/month. If users turn the gps on they can also see 
where they have been silent and for how long.

10:30 AM 100%

10:30
Sunday, 23 October

> slide to unlock

3 times on

What was going on at

9:08 am

12 hours

11:12 pm

7:33 pm
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IDENTITY APPLICATIONS

This poster is design using a crowded underground, 
which fades into white. Silence is coming, calm, quiet. 

The white space is the total silence, and there is 
where the logo of our produc belongs.
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